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Hello We Are

Nomadic Display helps companies all over 
the world by designing and producing 
creative exhibition and display solutions. 



Our team at Nomadic Display has been working for 40 over years to help you get the most out of your time 
spent at trade shows, exhibitions, and other sales events. The exhibition stands we create are some of the 
most innovative and economical in the industry, and they provide real returns for our clients, both
now and in the future.

About
Us
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Nomadic Display has been around for a long 
time because it provides product and service 
solutions based on what its customers want. 
Nomadic Display was also the pioneer in 
introducing a 24/7 global emergency 
LifeLine and providing a lifetime warranty on 
exhibition stand.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to build long term strategic partnerships with our customers. To set the standard in the 
exhibition and display industries for providing high quality products where 100% satisfaction is guaran-
teed and where professionalism, integrity, innovation and sustainability are at the heart of
everything we do.
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GLOBAL NETWORK
We are available all around the world through our extensive distribution network which spans across Europe, North 

Amerca and the Asia Pacific Region.

Green
Commitment

REUSABLE AND 
RECONFIGURABLE.

All Nomadic Display prod-
ucts can be reconfigured, 
scaled and integrate with 
other products. This means 
that one investment can 
cover your entire exhibition 
calendar resulting in less 
waste.

RECYCLED
MATERIALS

We continue to ensure that 
our products are not only 
manufactured from the 
highest quality materials, but 
also are environmentally 
friendly. We have optimised 
our manufacturing process 
to reduce waste, but where 
wastage occurs we aim 
always to segregate, recycle 
and re-use them.

NO QUESTIONS
ASKED WARRANTIES

Our No Questions Asked 
Warranties underpin our 
commitment to creating high 
quality products that stand 
the test of time. Our products 
are designed to be re-used 
time and time again without 
the need to be replaced 
regularly.
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BE OUR AWESOME
CLIENT TODAYClients &

Services
LEADING EXHIBITION

INNOVATORS
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OUR CLIENTELLE
Over the years we have supplied products and services to exhibitions all over the globe and built a 
commendable record of delivering 1000+ exhibition displays.

EXHIBITION SOLUTIONS & SERVICES
Nomadic Display offers a wide range of services to our clients to make their exhibition process as 
seamless and easy as possible. Our services are an effortless transition from manufacturing to exhibiting.

Global Exhibition
Stand Installation

Exhibition
Stand Design

Exhibition
Stand Rental

Industry Leading
Warranties

In-House
Printing

24/7
Support

Exhibition Stand
Manufacturing

Exhibition
Storage



Pop up displays are a 
lightweight and portable 
option for exhibitions. They 
function wonderfully in 
situations where you have a 
limited amount of time and 
room to create a great 
impression, such as trade 
exhibits. 
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Exhibition
Products

PORTABLE POP UP DISPLAY STANDS
Nobody understands pop up stands better than Nomadic Display. Ted Zeigler, the founder of Nomadic 
Display, designed the "Pop Up Stand" over 40 years ago.

6 reasons to choose a
Nomadic Instand® pop up display

NQA Lifetime 
Warranty

Reduce
Exhibiting Costs

Reusable &
Reconfigurable

Available to
Hire or Purchase

Lightweight &
Portable

Easy to
Self-Build



Backlit exhibition stands are 
becoming
increasingly popular as they 
offer a number of
advantages over traditional 
displays.

Exhibition
Products

LED BACKLIT DISPLAYS
If you're looking for an impactful way to showcase your business at exhibitions, then a backlit display 
could be the perfect solution for you. With their stunning visuals and easy setup, they offer everything 
you need to make a big impression on potential customers. 

6 reasons to choose a
Nomadic LED Backlit Display

Reusable &
Reconfigurable

Available to
Hire or Purchase

High Power
LED Lighting

Easy to
Self-Build

Lifetime
Warranty

Single or
Double Sided
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If you are a regular exhibitor 
then this is the perfect 
solution for you. Our unique
modular exhibition solutions 
are high quality but also 
practical and cost
effective to use in different 
stand configurations and 
sizes.
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Exhibition
Products

MODULAR EXHIBITION STANDS
A modular exhibition stand blends together the striking visual impact of a bespoke exhibition stand with 
the cost saving benefits of reusable and reconfigurable exhibition products.

6 reasons to choose a
Nomadic Modular Exhibition Solution

Lifetime
Warranty

Reduce
Exhibiting Costs

Reusable &
Reconfigurable

Available to
Hire or Purchase

Free Design
Service

Easy Self-Build
Options Availble



Portable exhibition counters 
are designed to be light-
weight and easy to
transport, making them ideal 
for trade shows and other 
events.

Exhibition
Products

PORTABLE COUNTERS
Portable exhibition counters are an easy way to add a professional touch to your Exhibition. They can be 
used to create a variety of looks, from a sleek and modern aesthetic to a more traditional look. Portable 
exhibition counters are also a great way to add storage to your booth or display, as they can be used to
store materials and promotional items.

6 reasons to choose a
Nomadic Modular counter
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Reusable &
Reconfigurable

Available to
Hire or Purchase

Backlit Counter
Options

Easy to
Self-Build

Lifetime
Warranty

Ability to
Expand
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Gallery of
Exhibition Stands



LOUISBURGH, COUNTY MAYO, IRELAND.
353-98-66011 www.nomadicdisplay.ie

“Over the past four decades, our company’s innovation has
  been driven by the feedback of our loyal clientele”

Managing Director
Jerome Gannon


